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ABSTRACT

In this study, the Flexible Particle (FLEXPART)-WRF, aLagrangian particle dispersionmodel, is employed to

simulate pollutant dispersion in and near the LehighGap, a gap in a prominent ridgeline in eastern Pennsylvania.

FLEXPART-WRF is used to evaluate the diagnostic value of the ventilation index (VI), an index that describes

the potential for smoke or other pollutants to ventilate away from a source, for indicating dispersion potential in

complex terrain. Little is known about the effectiveness of the ventilation index in diagnosing dispersion potential

in complex terrain. The modeling approach used in this study is to release a dense cloud of particles across a

portion of the model domain and evaluate particle behavior and VI diagnostic value in areas of the domain with

differing terrain characteristics. Although both horizontal and vertical dispersion are examined, the study focuses

primarily on horizontal dispersion, assessed quantitatively by calculating horizontal residence time (HRT)

within a 1-km-radius circle surrounding the particle release point. Analysis of HRT across the domain reveals

horizontal dispersion patterns that are influenced by the ridgeline and the Lehigh Gap. Comparison of VI and

HRT in different areas of the domain reveals a robust relationship windward of the ridgeline and a weak re-

lationship leeward of the ridgeline and in the vicinity of the Lehigh Gap. The results of this study suggest that VI

users should consider whether they are windward or leeward of topographic features, and highlight the need for

an alternative metric that better takes into account the influence of the terrain on dispersion.

1. Introduction

The ventilation index (VI), also known as the clearing

index, is an index that describes the potential for smoke or

other pollutants to ventilate away from a source (Ferguson

2001). VI is a standard part of fire weather forecasts issued

byNationalWeather Service (NWS) forecast offices across

the United States and is used by fire managers as a diag-

nostic tool to assess the potential for dispersion of smoke

from wildland fires. In this study, the term ‘‘dispersion’’ is

used to describe themovement of a pollutant away from its

release point, through some combination of mean trans-

port and turbulent diffusion, and should not be interpreted

as implying turbulent processes alone. Although there is

no standard VI formulation, it is typically computed as the

product of a mixing height and a wind speed averaged

within the mixed layer (i.e., transport wind speed).
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VI is closely related to the box model, a type of dis-

persion model that is used as a screening tool for esti-

mating pollutant concentration within a valley or basin

(Goodrick et al. 2013). In a box model, pollutants are

emitted uniformly across the bottom of a box with

horizontal dimensions similar to the dimensions of a

valley or basin, and pollutant concentration varies as

smoke is emitted from the source and transported out of

the valley or basin. Both VI and box models are built on

the assumption that smoke is instantaneously mixed

vertically through the depth of the mixed layer, and is

transported laterally away from the source by a uni-

formly mixed wind profile above a surface-layer loga-

rithmic wind profile. Although this assumption is most

valid when applied on time scales on the order of hours

to a day, VI is often applied on hourly or shorter time

scales by fire weather forecasters and fire managers.

Furthermore, the assumption that the pollutant is dis-

tributed vertically through the mixed layer may be vio-

lated near a point or area source, and may not be met

until some distance downwind of the source (Goodrick

et al. 2013).

In practice, a mixing height and mixed-layer-mean

wind speed, measured at a single point in time and space,

is used to compute VI (or drive a box model), and the

conditions at the point are assumed to be representative

of conditions over a broad area (on the order of 100 km)

and over a length of time during which the instantaneous

mixing assumption is likely to be valid (on the order of

hours to a day) (Goodrick et al. 2013). An assumption of

horizontal homogeneity and stationarity of mixed-layer

depth and wind speed is not unreasonable over flat ter-

rain during portions of the day (Stull 1988), but is more

questionable in complex terrain where topography in-

fluences surface heating and induces wind regimes at

a variety of spatial and temporal scales (Gorski and

Farnsworth 2000). In complex terrain, one or more of

the following may influence winds: terrain-forced flows,

such as flow through gaps or around obstacles; and di-

urnal mountain winds, including slope winds, along-

valley winds, cross-valley winds, and mountain-plain

winds (Whiteman 2000). It is unclear whether VI,

subject to the aforementioned limiting assumptions

(instantaneous vertical mixing, time scales on the

order of hours to a day, horizontal homogeneity and

stationarity of wind and mixed-layer height), can be

applied in complex terrain and over time scales of 1 h

or less.

To date, the only effort to evaluate VI we are aware

of is a study that was part of the Southeastern Smoke

Project (Achtemeier et al. 2010). During the 5-yr project,

fire activity data, concentrations of particulate matter

with diameters#2.5mm (PM2.5), and weather data were

collected during 56 prescribed fires. The resulting com-

parison of smoke concentration and VI showed weak

to no correspondence, although Goodrick et al. (2013)

point out that the Achtemeier et al. (2010) comparison

wasmadewithin a short distance of the burn site, and the

relationship between VI and pollutant concentration

may improve as one moves farther away from the vi-

cinity of the source and the aforementioned assump-

tions about vertical mixing are progressively better

satisfied. To our knowledge, validation of VI in complex

terrain, either via a field campaign or a model study, has

not been performed previously. As VI is a standard el-

ement of NWS fire weather forecasts across the United

States, and is used by fire managers across the United

States including areas of complex terrain (Ferguson 2001),

a study of the relationship, if any, between VI and pol-

lutant (e.g., smoke) concentration in and around com-

plex terrain is potentially of great value.

In this study, the Flexible Particle Weather Research

and Forecasting (FLEXPART-WRF) Model (Brioude

et al. 2013), a Lagrangian particle dispersion model,

is employed to simulate pollutant dispersion within a

model domain centered on the Lehigh Gap, a water gap

in eastern Pennsylvania. The Lehigh Gap is located

where the Lehigh River flows through an opening in

Blue Mountain, a prominent ridgeline along the eastern

edge of the Appalachian Mountains. The modest nature

of the terrain features in eastern Pennsylvaniaserves as a

preliminary test of the diagnostic value of VI in complex

terrain. The rationale for this initial study is that if VI

performs poorly in an area like the Lehigh Gap, with

relatively small terrain obstructions [O(400) m elevation

change from ridge to valley], and a relatively simple

terrain configuration, it is unlikely that it would perform

better in areas such as the Intermountain West, with

higher mountains, deeper valleys, and more complex

configurations of basins, valleys, and gaps. Themodeling

approach used in this study is to release a dense cloud of

particles across the model domain, compute residence

time (RT) within a given horizontal or vertical distance

from each particle’s release point, and compare VI and

RT in areas of the domain with different terrain char-

acteristics. RT is used in this study as ametric to quantify

particle dispersion: longer (shorter) RT is equated with

weaker (stronger) dispersion. Calculation of RT thus

facilitates an examination of the statistical relationship

(if any) between the diagnostic dispersion index, VI,

and particle dispersion.

The setting (Lehigh Gap) and date (14 April 2013)

chosen for this study correspond to that of a prescribed

fire event at the Lehigh Gap Nature Center, a 756-acre

nature preserve located immediately west of the gap.

Approximately 400 acres of the nature preserve is a
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restored U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Superfund site at the location of a former zinc smelter

(in operation until 1980). The Superfund program was

established by an act of the U.S. Congress to clean up

sites contaminated by industrial activity (a description of

the Superfund program may be found at https://www.

epa.gov/superfund/what-superfund, and a description of

the restoration of the Lehigh Gap site may be found

at https://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/SiteProfiles/index.

cfm?fuseaction5second.redevelop&id50300624). It is

important to keep in mind that the release of particles in

this study is not meant to emulate the emission of smoke

from a fire. Instead, the particle release strategy utilized

in this study is designed to help clarify the impact of

complex terrain on particle dispersion in the absence of

heat or moisture release from a fire, and to facilitate an

evaluation of the VI as a diagnostic tool for indicating

dispersion potential in complex terrain. The choice to

use the setting and date of a prescribed fire for this study

is rooted in part from the desire to examine smoke dis-

persion in complex terrain during actual prescribed fire

weather conditions, and to take advantage of the avail-

able meteorological measurements.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as fol-

lows. A description of the Lehigh Gap study area and a

brief summary of the 14 April 2013 prescribed fire event

are provided in section 2, a summary of the numerical

models used in this study and the experiment design are

presented in section 3, results and discussion of the ex-

periments are presented in section 4, and the paper is

concluded in section 5.

2. Location description and fire event summary

As stated previously, the setting for the FLEXPART-

WRF study is the Lehigh Gap in eastern Pennsylvania.

The study area is displayed in Fig. 1, beginning with a

broad view of surface elevation across the northeastern

United States (Fig. 1a), indicating the location of the

Lehigh Gap in eastern Pennsylvania, along the east-

ern edge of the Appalachian Mountains. Zooming in to

an approximately 50-km2 area of eastern Pennsylvania

(Fig. 1b), a segment of the 410-km-long southwest–

northeast-oriented ridgeline known as Blue Mountain

becomes visible. Also visible is a portion of the Lehigh

River, a 175-km-long tributary of the Delaware River,

intersecting Blue Mountain at the center of the image.

Zooming in finally to the FLEXPART-WRF domain

(Fig. 1c), it becomes clear that the Lehigh Gap exists

where the Lehigh River flows approximately north–

south through a gap in Blue Mountain. The ridgeline

in the vicinity of the Lehigh Gap is approximately 420–

450m above mean sea level with the surface elevation

at river level approximately 115m above mean sea level

where it flows through the gap.

On 14 April 2013, 9.6 acres of grassland along the

lower slope of BlueMountain, about 1.5 km northwest

of the Lehigh Gap, was burned over the 1 h 48min

period beginning at 1312 eastern daylight time (EDT 5
UTC2 4) (burn unit indicated by red triangle in Fig. 1c).

Vegetation at the burn site consisted primarily of prairie

grasses, planted as part of the Superfund restoration,

with scattered defoliated trees and areas of exposed

shale also present. Outside of the Superfund site itself,

vegetation in the area primarily consisted of oak and

chestnut trees. The 14 April 2013 prescribed fire was

part of a monitoring study at the Lehigh Gap Nature

Center designed to inform future fire management at

the site. Uncertainty regarding the release of heavy

metal content and the transport of smoke emissions

during prescribed burning of the prairie grass was the

primary motivation for the study. Three instrumented

flux towers collected data prior to, during, and fol-

lowing the burn: two in situ towers located within the

burn block (not shown) and a control tower located

approximately 0.5 km west of the burn block (red cir-

cle in Fig. 1c). The 10-m-tall control tower measured

three-dimensional wind, air temperature, relative hu-

midity, net radiation, pressure, and soil temperature at

10-Hz frequency. Data collected at this tower are used

in section 3a to assess the simulated meteorological

variables used to drive FLEXPART-WRF.

3. Model description and numerical
experiment design

a. ARPS model configuration, parameterization,
and evaluation

In this study, the meteorological fields required

by FLEXPART-WRF originate from simulations con-

ducted using the Advanced Regional Prediction System

(ARPS), version 5.2.7 (Xue et al. 2000, 2001). ARPS is a

three-dimensional, compressible, nonhydrostatic atmo-

spheric model with a terrain-following coordinate sys-

tem. ARPS has been applied across a range of spatial

scales, from studies of in-canopy turbulence, using grid

spacing as fine as O(1) m (Dupont and Brunet 2008),

to studies of mesoscale and synoptic-scale phenomena,

utilizing grid spacing of O(1–10) km (e.g., Xue et al.

2001; Parker and Johnson 2004; Michioka and Chow

2008). Furthermore, ARPS has been applied in complex

terrain in a number of previous studies, including Smith

and Skyllingstad (2005), Michioka and Chow (2008),

and Kiefer and Zhong (2011). The choice to use ARPS

in this study is based primarily on the established utility
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of ARPS by the authors for simulating flows in com-

plex terrain as well as the implementation of terrain-

shadowing effects in ARPS by Colette et al. (2003).

In this study, ARPS is run in one-way nested mode

with four domains, beginning with an outermost do-

main over the northeastern United States, with 2.7-km

horizontal grid spacing, and nesting down through in-

termediate 900- and 300-m horizontal grid spacing do-

mains, to the innermost domain, with 100-m horizontal

grid spacing. Initial and boundary conditions for the

outermost domain are provided by the 12-km North

American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) model

(Rogers et al. 2009). For the outer three domains, U.S.

Geological Survey (USGS) terrain and land-cover data

(30 arc sec; http://www.caps.ou.edu/ARPS/arpsdown.

html) interpolated to the model grid are utilized,

whereas for the innermost domain, Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission (SRTM) terrain data (3 arc sec;

https://dds.cr.usgs.gov/srtm/version2_1/SRTM3/) in-

terpolated to the model grid are implemented. SRTM

terrain data are used in place of the USGS data as the

latter data source was found to misrepresent the ridge-

line elevation immediately west of the gap (not shown).

In all domains, a 1.5-order subgrid-scale turbulence

closure scheme with a prognostic equation for the tur-

bulent kinetic energy is utilized, as well as a land surface

and vegetation model based on Noilhan and Planton

(1989) and Pleim and Xiu (1995) and radiation phys-

ics following Chou (1990, 1992) and Chou and Suarez

(1994); in all but the innermost domain, a nonlocal tur-

bulence parameterization based on Sun and Chang

(1986) is also applied. Effects of topographic shading on

radiative fluxes are accounted for followingColette et al.

(2003). All four domains are initialized at 0800 EDT and

run for 12 h; simulated variables are output from the

innermost grid at 1-min frequency and are subsequently

used to drive FLEXPART-WRF. However, the first

30min of the innermost grid simulation are considered

spinup time and are not utilized for any other purpose.

The decision to use a 30-min spinup time is based on a

consideration of the spatial scale of simulated topo-

graphic flows in and around the Lehigh Gap; examples

of previous ARPS studies with comparable spinup time

periods include Xue et al. (2003) (30-min spinup time)

and Snook et al. (2015) (1-h spinup time).

Before proceeding, an evaluation of the innermost do-

main simulation is conducted in order to lend confidence
FIG. 1. Plan-view maps of surface elevation (m, MSL) at three

different zoom levels: (a) outer, (b) intermediate, and (c) inner

(same as FLEXPART-WRF domain). In (a), the location of

the Lehigh Gap is indicated with a red circle, and the outline

of the intermediate-zoom panel is indicated with a black square; in

(b), the red arrows indicate the location of the LehighRiver, and the

outline of the inner-zoom panel is indicated with a black square;

 
in (c), the 14Apr 2013 burn block and control tower are indicatedwith

a red triangle and circle, respectively, and the particle release zone

described in section 3b is indicated with a dashed black square.
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to the use of meteorological output from ARPS to drive

FLEXPART-WRF and evaluate VI in complex terrain.

The purpose of this comparison is not to evaluate the

accuracy of the ARPS simulation per se, but rather to

consider if the ARPS-simulated surface winds and

temperatures near the burn site are representative of

conditions for which a prescribed fire could be con-

ducted at the Lehigh Gap. Although a number of

variables were measured at the control tower, this

analysis is limited to wind speed, wind direction, and air

temperature interpolated from the 3 and 10m above

ground level (AGL) instrument heights to 5mAGL, the

height of the lowest atmospheric grid level in ARPS. In

Fig. 2, time series of 10-min-mean variables are com-

pared between the tower observations and the ARPS-

simulated values extracted at the nearest grid point to

the tower. Comparing the observed and simulated time

series of wind speed and direction first (Figs. 2a,b), note

that the model underestimates wind speed, exhibits a

westerly directional bias (outside of the period from

1200 to 1230 EDT, when a transient, likely terrain-

induced eddy perturbs the ARPS-simulated wind di-

rection), and exhibits weaker subhourly fluctuations

than the observations. Comparing the observed and

simulated temperature time series (Fig. 2c), bias is

found to vary within 60.68C. Averaged over the 4-h

time series, 5m AGL wind speed, direction, and tem-

perature observed (simulated) at the tower are 5.2m s21

(3.7m s21), 302.88 (275.68), and 10.48C (10.48C), re-

spectively. Efforts to improve the comparison of simulated

and observed time series include the aforementioned re-

placement of USGS terrain data with SRTM data and

modification of roughness lengths in theARPS land surface

model to more closely match vegetation types observed in

and around the burn unit. The persistence of model errors

following implementation of these modifications suggests

that higher-resolution terrain and land-use data may be

necessary for an improved comparison (left to futurework).

Despite mean differences of 21.6m s21 for wind

speed and 227.38 for wind direction, the weather con-

ditions simulated by ARPS meet the weather criteria

specified in the burn plan for the Lehigh Gap Nature

Center on 14 April 2013 [S. Henry (burn boss) 2012,

personal communication]: effective wind speed (com-

bining the effect of midflame wind speed and terrain

slope on fire spread) between 2 and 9 mph (0.9 and

4.0m s21), wind direction between west and north (2708
and 3608), with northwest preferred, and air tempera-

ture between 308 and 908F (21.18 and 32.28C). For ref-
erence, effective wind speed is a fire spread parameter

used in fire behavior models (including those applied

operationally) that is determined using either empir-

ical or physics-based equations; for this brief model

evaluation exercise, an empirical lookup table is used

to estimate this parameter (see National Wildfire

Coordinating Group 2017, p. 103). The assertion that

ARPS-simulated wind speed falls within the range of

effective wind speed specified in the burn plan is based

on a log-wind adjustment of the 5m AGL wind speed

down to an approximate midflame height (1m AGL),

yielding a midflame wind speed of 2.5m s21. Estimating

an average slope angle of 30% between the ridgeline

and river, and assuming long-grass fuels, the effective

wind speed for fire spreading upslope is about 3m s21;

this value is well within the range specified in the burn

plan. Thus, it is concluded that the weather conditions

simulated by ARPS fall within the range of condi-

tions for which burns are conducted at the Lehigh

Gap Nature Center, allowing us to proceed with confi-

dence to the FLEXPART-WRF experiments. This as-

sessment is encouraging: given the complex nature of

the topography in and around the Lehigh Gap, errors in

the simulated wind speed and direction might plausibly

FIG. 2. Time series of 10-min-mean (a) wind speed (m s21),

(b) wind direction (8), and (c) temperature (8C), at 5m AGL.

Hollow circles indicate control tower observations, and filled

squares represent ARPS-simulated variables at the grid point

nearest to the tower. For the tower observations, values at 3 and

10m AGL have been interpolated to 5m AGL.
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have yielded simulated weather conditions outside the

acceptable range specified in the burn plan (e.g., wind

direction less than 2708, or effective wind speed greater

than 4m s21).

b. FLEXPART-WRF Model configuration,
parameterization, and experiment design

FLEXPART-WRF is a version of the Lagrangian

particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl et al.

2005), originally developed for use with global weather

models, that has been adapted for use with the WRF

Model (Powers et al. 2017); this study uses FLEXPART-

WRF, version 3.3. Although we refer to the model by its

proper name FLEXPART-WRF, the model in this study

is actually driven by output from the ARPS model. The

reader is reminded that the choice to use ARPS in this

study is based primarily on the established utility of

ARPS for simulating flows in complex terrain.

FLEXPART-WRFuses a Lagrangian reference frame,

tracking individual particles and updating particle posi-

tion at every time step based on a mean wind compo-

nent and a turbulent wind component. The mean wind

component is computed from the horizontal and vertical

wind components ingested into FLEXPART-WRF from

the meteorological model, with users given the option to

use instantaneous winds, time-averaged winds, or in-

stantaneous winds with a diagnostic calculation of verti-

cal velocity; since ARPS does not output time-averaged

winds (as in WRF versions 3.3 or higher), the instanta-

neous wind option is utilized in this study. For the turbulent

wind component, users have two options: FLEXPART-

WRF can parameterize this wind component internally

using the Hanna turbulence scheme (Hanna 1982), as in

the original FLEXPARTmodel, or, FLEXPART-WRF

can parameterize it using the turbulent kinetic en-

ergy (TKE) variable ingested from the meteorological

model. As Brioude et al. (2013) concluded that the in-

gested TKE option violates the well-mixed criterion

(a homogeneously mixed tracer in the PBL should stay

homogeneously mixed), we follow their recommenda-

tion and use the internal Hanna turbulence formula-

tion instead, which is a function of three planetary

boundary layer (PBL) parameters: mixed-layer height,

friction velocity, and surface heat flux. As with the

turbulent wind component, users can choose to have

FLEXPART-WRF compute the PBL parameters in-

ternally, or have FLEXPART-WRF use the PBL pa-

rameters ingested from the meteorological model; in

this study, we choose the latter option to ensure con-

sistency in mixing height calculations between ARPS

and FLEXPART-WRF.

The FLEXPART-WRF simulation is initialized at

0830 EDT (30min after the ARPS initialization), and

is run for a total of 7 h, ending at 1530 EDT. The

FLEXPART-WRF grid is consistent with the ARPS

grid, with the same horizontal and vertical grid spacing,

domain dimensions, and lower-left- and upper-right-

corner coordinates. ARPS variables are read in once

every minute from netCDF files that are generated from

ARPS2FLEX, a routine that transforms the output from

ARPS into the suite of variables that FLEXPART-

WRF is designed to read in from WRF output. Three-

dimensional particle position is updated every 10 s, and

written out to ASCII files at the same interval; particle

concentration is also computed but is not presented

here. A total of 250 000 particles are released during the

7-h FLEXPART-WRF simulation, across an approxi-

mately 7.5 km 3 7.5 km zone centered northwest of the

Lehigh Gap (Fig. 1c). Particles are released uniformly

across the zone, at a constant particle release rate, with

initial particle location specified randomly. Particle di-

ameter is restricted to the range of 2.5mm or smaller

(i.e., PM2.5), with a mean particle diameter of 0.5mm,

and a particle density of 1.36 g cm23 (representative of

oak; Levin et al. 2010). The use of nonzero particle

density implies deposition processes are engaged in

FLEXPART-WRF; however, in this study only dry de-

position is applied. It is important to keep in mind that

the particle release strategy employed in this study is

idealized in nature and is not intended to represent ac-

tual emissions during the 14 April 2013 prescribed fire.

c. Analysis methodology

Analysis of the relationship between VI and particle

dispersion in the Lehigh Gap vicinity proceeds in three

stages. First, an overview of particle behavior is pre-

sented by analyzing spatial patterns of particle disper-

sion across the area encompassing the Lehigh Gap and

Blue Mountain. Second, a statistical comparison of VI

and RT is performed in different areas of the domain

to assess the strength of the relationship between VI

and particle dispersion, and the sensitivity of this re-

lationship to the underlying terrain. Third, an analysis of

meteorological conditions across the domain is pre-

sented, including an evaluation of the components of VI,

mixing height and transport wind speed, and alternative

dispersion metrics.

As a preliminary step in the analysis of particle dis-

persion, RT is computed for each of the 250 000 parti-

cles released during the FLEXPART-WRF simulation.

For each particle, horizontal RT (HRT) is computed

within a 1-km-radius circle centered on the particle re-

lease point, and vertical RT (VRT) is computed within a

100-m-deep layer above the particle release level; ad-

ditional radii and depths are computed but are not

shown here. In this study, longer (shorter) RT is equated
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with weaker (stronger) particle dispersion, and the

terms are used interchangeably. Note that although VI

does not indicate the preferred direction of dispersion

(horizontal versus vertical), we feel it is a worthwhile

endeavor to consider the relationship of VI to horizontal

and vertical dispersion separately, in order to examine

if VI is better correlated with one or the other. VI is

computed as the product of a mixing height (MH), de-

fined in this study as the height above the surface where

virtual potential temperature first exceeds the lowest

grid-level value, plus a 1-K perturbation (added to en-

sure that the bases of weak inversions are not mis-

identified as the mixing height), and a transport wind

speed, defined here as the numerical average wind speed

within the mixed layer (WSML). It is worth pointing

out that the methods chosen for calculating MH and

WSML are consistent with current NWS forecast prac-

tices (National Weather Service 2018). However, the

1K increment used in this study, determined to be the

smallest value that consistently bypassed weak inver-

sions, yielding spatially consistent MH, is larger than the

increment that is currently implemented at the NWS

(0.5K) (National Weather Service 2018).

4. Results and discussion

a. Particle behavior overview

Figure 3 shows the initial particle position of all par-

ticles released during the simulation, with the HRT and

VRT of each particle (Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively) in-

dicated by marker color. Note that the particle plots in

Fig. 3 depict spatially inhomogeneous patterns of HRT

and VRT. A comparison of RT and contoured surface

elevation (dark gray contours in Fig. 3) suggests a rela-

tionship between RT and release location, relative to

Blue Mountain and the Lehigh Gap, that is different for

horizontal and vertical motion. Regarding horizontal

motion (Fig. 3a), HRT is generally longer for particles

released on the leeward (i.e., southeast facing) slope of

Blue Mountain, compared to particles released on the

windward (i.e., northwest facing) slope, and is also lon-

ger in an area of the hilly terrain 2–5 km northwest of the

Lehigh Gap (recall the westerly mean wind direction in

Fig. 2b). The longer HRT in the latter area appears to

be related to stagnant near-surface flow simulated by

ARPS during the morning (not shown). Overall, HRT is

longest in the area 0–2 km southwest of the Lehigh Gap,

on the leeward slope of BlueMountain, and is shortest in

the area 0–1 km northeast of the Lehigh Gap, on the

windward slope of Blue Mountain. Regarding vertical

motion (Fig. 3b), VRT is generally shorter for particles

released along the ridgeline than for particles released in

the surrounding lower elevation areas, but also appears

to be shorter for particles released 1–3 km south of the

Lehigh Gap.

Taken together, the HRT and VRT analyses in Fig. 3

depict horizontal and vertical dispersion patterns that

are influenced by the terrain features of BlueMountain

and the Lehigh Gap. Horizontal dispersion is weaker

on the leeward slope of Blue Mountain, especially

southwest of the gap, and stronger on the windward

slope of Blue Mountain; vertical dispersion is strongest

FIG. 3. Initial particle positions, with marker color indicating

(a) HRT (min) within a 1-km-radius circle centered on the particle

release point and (b) VRT (min) within a 100-m-deep layer above

the particle release level. Contours of surface elevation (dark gray

lines; interval: 50m) are overlaid on the particles, the ridgeline is

indicated with a thick black line, and the five analysis zones dis-

cussed in the text are indicated with black squares.
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along the ridgeline of Blue Mountain. Examination of

terrain-induced meteorological phenomena and the re-

lationship of particle dispersion to the three-dimensional

wind field is analyzed in section 4c. Last, for the purpose

of assessing VI diagnostic value in areas of the domain

with relatively good ventilation and areas with relatively

poor ventilation, and both in situ and upwind of Blue

Mountain and the Lehigh Gap, five 1km3 1km analysis

zones are defined [Fig. 3: upwind (ZUW), windward ridge

(ZWR), leeward ridge (ZLR), windward gap (ZWG), and

leeward gap (ZLG)].

With the analysis zones defined, a comparison of PM2.5

‘‘plumes’’ from each zone is presented in Fig. 4. The term

‘‘plume’’ is used with care here, as the ‘‘plume’’ for each

analysis zone is visualized by isolating all particles re-

leased from that zone; recall that particles are released

throughout the 7.5 km3 7.5 km release zone depicted in

Fig. 1c and Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, a general pattern of particle

transport by the prevailing west-to-northwest wind is

evident. Furthermore, as the particles are mixed to

greater heights with time (Fig. 4, left panels), the axes of all

five ‘‘plumes’’ reorient from generally west-northwest–east-

southeast to predominately northwest–southeast (Fig. 4,

center panels). In addition to a depiction of the gen-

eral behavior of the particles in the left and center

panels, the zoomed-in view in the right panels provides

evidence of areas of stronger and weaker dispersion

in the vicinity of Blue Mountain and the Lehigh Gap.

Comparing ZWR and ZLR (green and dark blue colors,

respectively), considerably larger particle counts are noted

in the latter zone, consistent with weaker particle disper-

sion in the lee of Blue Mountain. Furthermore, relatively

high particle counts are seen in the southeastern two-thirds

of ZLG; note the dearth of particles in the portion of the

zone that extends northwest of the ridgeline. Consistent

withFig. 3, a pattern of stronger (weaker) dispersion on the

windward (leeward) slope of Blue Mountain is depicted

in Fig. 4, with weakest dispersion noted southwest of

the Lehigh Gap.

b. Ensemble-mean RT analysis

To assess the strength of the relationship between VI

and dispersion, mean VI is now compared to ensemble-

mean HRT and VRT. For each analysis zone and for

each 10-min time block, mean VI is computed by spa-

tially averaging VI across the zone, and temporally av-

eraging the resulting quantity over the 10 values within

the time block (1-min ARPS output), and ensemble-

mean RT is computed by identifying the particles re-

leased during the time block, and averaging RT for that

subset of particles. The outcome of this procedure is a

series of scatterplots for mean VI and ensemble-mean

RT; the process yields a total of 42 data points per panel

(420-min simulation, 10-min time blocks), with each

data point representing approximately 100 particles.

As a method of assessing the strength of the VI–RT

relationship, linear regression lines are fit to the data

points, and corresponding statistics are computed: nor-

malized slope S, computed as the slope divided by

the plot aspect ratio [(ymax 2 ymin)/(xmax 2 xmin)], and co-

efficient of determination R2.

Beginning with HRT in Fig. 5, R2 values from 0.79 to

–0.80 and S values from20.63 to20.67 are found in the

two zones northwest of the Lehigh Gap and windward

(i.e., northwest) of the ridgeline (ZUW and ZWR). The

S values indicate a 63%–67% reduction in ensemble-

mean HRT with a doubling of mean VI. Ensemble-

mean HRT in both zones varies between about 2.5 and

8.5min, with standard deviation values within each bin

generally on the order of 2min or less, outside of a few

points corresponding to the very beginning of the sim-

ulation. Analysis of HRT and VI in an additional zone

west-southwest of ZUW (not shown) reveals steeper

slopes (i.e., greater sensitivity of HRT to changes in VI)

in the aforementioned hilly area northwest of the Lehigh

Gap where HRT is longer during the morning (Fig. 3a)

because of stagnant near-surface flow. Nevertheless,

the mean VI–ensemble-mean HRT relationship within

ZUWandZWR is arguably robust (R2; 0.8 and S;20.65).

It is worth noting that this relationship was examined

using 10-min time blocks, suggesting that despite the

aforementioned limiting assumptions (e.g., horizon-

tal homogeneity, stationarity) likely being violated,

VI has diagnostic value even on time scales of an hour

or less.

In ZWG, despite some similarity in appearance to the

scatterplots in the other zones windward of the ridge-

line (ZUW and ZWR), in terms of degree of scatter

and standard deviation values, the R2 and S values of

0.34 and 20.15, respectively, indicate a weaker re-

lationship between mean VI and HRT. It is also worth

noting that ensemble-mean HRT varies across a nar-

rower range than in ZUW and ZWR. In the two zones

leeward (i.e., southeast) of the ridgeline (ZLR and ZLG),

the R2 values of 0.13 and 0.26 are smaller than though

comparable to those of ZWG, whereas the S values

of 20.32 and 20.48 actually indicate steeper regression

slopes than in ZWG. However, a visual comparison of

the scatterplots in ZLR and ZLG shows greater spread

among points and larger standard deviation values

within each bin, compared to the scatterplots in the

zones windward of the ridgeline (ZUW, ZWR, and ZWG).

To summarize, the scatterplots indicate a higher degree

of temporal and spatial variability of HRT within the

zones leeward of the ridgeline, relative to zones wind-

ward of the ridgeline, and the smaller R2 values suggest
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FIG. 4. Visualization of fivePM2.5 ‘‘plumes’’ created by isolating particles released fromeach analysis zone, (left)

from a viewing position southwest of the plumes, and (center),(right) from a position above the plumes, looking

down.Moving from left to right panels, increasingly smaller areas of domain are displayed, with the outline of each

successive panel indicated with a dashed black square in the preceding panel. Contours of surface elevation are

shown (dark gray lines; interval: 50m) and the ridgeline is indicated with a thick black line. Four times are dis-

played, spanning the period from (top) 0900 to (bottom) 1500 EDT, with a 2-h interval between rows.
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a weaker relationship between mean VI and ensemble-

mean HRT in the zones leeward of the ridgeline as well.

In an effort to compare the diagnostic value of VI for

indicating horizontal dispersion potential versus vertical

dispersion potential, the scatterplots of mean VI versus

ensemble-mean HRT are now compared to scatterplots

of mean VI versus ensemble-mean VRT (cf. Figs. 5

and 6). In the three zones windward of the ridgeline

(ZUW, ZWR, and ZWG), the spread between points and

the standard deviation values are consistently larger for

VRT, and in ZUW and ZWR, R
2 and S values are also

smaller for VRT, indicating a weaker overall relation-

ship between VI and VRT than between VI and HRT.

In the two zones leeward of the ridgeline (ZLR andZLG),

the spread between points and standard deviation values

are similar or smaller for VRT, whereas R2 values are

comparable for HRT and VRT; however, S values are

smaller for VRT than HRT. Taken as a whole, these

results suggest that in ZUW and ZWR, where the mean

VI–ensemble-mean RT relationship is stronger for

horizontal motion than vertical motion, VI may have

greater diagnostic value for horizontal dispersion than

vertical dispersion. However, in ZLR andZLG, where the

mean VI–ensemble-mean RT relationship is somewhat

weaker for horizontal motion than vertical motion, VI

may have marginally weaker diagnostic value for hori-

zontal dispersion compared to vertical dispersion. The

diagnostic value of VI for horizontal versus vertical

dispersion potential is a topic that merits further study;

however, in the interest of brevity we choose to focus on

horizontal dispersion in the remainder of the manu-

script, and leave additional analysis of vertical disper-

sion to future work.

c. Meteorological analysis

An analysis of meteorological conditions in and sur-

rounding the Lehigh Gap can provide insight into

the relationship between VI and particle dispersion

FIG. 5. Scatterplots of 10-min-mean, zone-averaged VI vs ensemble-mean HRT, for each analysis zone. The size

of each circle is proportional to the standard deviation of HRT within that time bin (see legend in top-right panel).

The blue line is the linear regression, S is the normalized slope, computed as the slope divided by the plot aspect

ratio [(ymax 2 ymin)/(xmax 2 xmin)], andR2 is the coefficient of determination. VI adjective ratings (e.g., ‘‘fair-good’’)

used by Philadelphia/Mount Holly NWS office (https://www.weather.gov/phi/dispersiontable) are provided for

reference only. The map of surface elevation, with depiction of analysis zone locations, is reproduced from Fig. 3.
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revealed in section 4b. This analysis proceeds in three

stages: first, HRT is compared to the components of VI,

MH, andWSML, in order to provide some context for the

relationship of VI and horizontal dispersion evidenced

in Fig. 5; second, vertical profiles of 1-h-mean virtual

potential temperature and wind speed are examined to

provide insight into the characteristics and temporal

evolution of the PBL affecting both VI calculation and

particle dispersion; third, plan-view maps of VI and its

components are examined in order to assess the spatial

variability of the PBL and the impact of the terrain on

PBL flows, and thus particle dispersion.

The analysis begins with an examination of HRT

and its relationship to the two components of VI, MH,

and WSML, following the same ensemble-mean analysis

procedure outlined at the beginning of section 4b. Mo-

tivated by the limited diagnostic value of VI indicated

by Fig. 5 in ZWG, ZLR, and ZLG, and hypothesizing that

particle dispersion in these zones is influenced more

strongly by local winds than the average winds in the

mixed layer, we also consider wind speed averaged

across alternative, shallower layers. Scatterplots, along

with linear regression lines and corresponding statistics

(R2 and S), are presented in Fig. 7. Examining meanMH

scatterplots first (Fig. 7, second column), it is clear that

the relationship of ensemble-mean HRT and mean MH

is generally weak and inconsistent across the zones.

In ZWG and ZLG, S is negative, indicating decreasing

ensemble-mean HRT (i.e., stronger dispersion) with

increasing mean MH. This relationship between dis-

persion andMH is intuitive, as deeper mixing results in

particles being mixed to greater heights where they are

subject to stronger horizontal wind speeds. However,

in ZUW, ZWR, and ZLR, S is positive, indicating in-

creasing ensemble-mean HRT (i.e., weaker dispersion)

with increasing mean MH. This relationship is coun-

terintuitive and requires further analysis to explain the

underlying processes. However, R2 values are at or

below 0.35 in all five zones, even in ZWG and ZLGwhere

the relationship is intuitive, indicating a weak to non-

existent relationship of horizontal dispersion and MH

everywhere.

It must be kept in mind that the selection of a case

with a consistently well-developed mixed layer through-

out the day (see MH x-axis limits in Fig. 7), as opposed

to a case with a more typical diurnal PBL evolution,

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for VRT.
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in which a nocturnal boundary layer evolves into a ma-

ture mixed layer, reduces confidence in the broader

applicability of our results. The synoptic setup during

the previous night was not conducive to formation of a

stable boundary layer, with weak cold-air advection at

850 hPa promoting the maintenance of a deep residual

layer, despite an approaching area of surface high pres-

sure promoting the development of a shallow surface

inversion (not shown). The well-mixed nature of the at-

mosphere may help explain the apparent discrepancy

between the finding of this study that VI has some di-

agnostic value for indicating smoke dispersion potential

(see ZUW and ZWR in Fig. 5), and the suggestion by

Achtemeier et al. (2010) that it does not.

Proceeding to the other component of VI, WSML

(Fig. 7, column three), the S values from20.49 to21.20

for mean WSML and HRT are found to be larger than

those for mean VI and HRT (S 5 20.17 to 20.74; first

column in Fig. 7). However, the difference in R2 values

between the mean WSML and mean VI scatterplots is

inconsistent between zones, with some zones exhibiting

larger R2 values for mean WSML (ZWR and ZLR) and

some showing largerR2 values for mean VI (ZUW, ZWG,

and ZLG). Comparing scatterplots of mean WSML to

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of ensemble-mean HRT (y axis), and (left)–(right) mean VI; MH; andWS (for the mixed layer, 0–100m AGL, and

0–10m AGL) (x axis). The blue line is the linear regression, with S and R2 included for comparison of zones. Because of the use of a

narrower x-axis range, S values in the mean VI panels are slightly greater than in Fig. 5.
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scatterplots of wind speed averaged in the 0–100 and

0–10m AGL layers (WS100 and WS10, respectively;

compare last three columns in Fig. 7), we find that R2

values in all zones are larger for WS100 and WS10 than

WSML.However, the largest percent increase inR2 values

overWSML are found inZWG, ZLR, and ZLG. It is in these

three zones that the S values are also consistently larger

for WS100 and WS10 than WSML. Thus, the greatest ad-

vantage in diagnostic value of the shallow-layer wind

speed averages over the mixed-layer wind speed average

is found in the three zones where VI performs least well

(ZWG, ZLR, and ZLG; Fig. 7, first column).

Next, vertical profiles of ARPS 1-h-mean virtual po-

tential temperature and wind speed, averaged across

each analysis zone, are presented in Fig. 8; note that the

midpoint of the 1-h period is referred to in the discussion

that follows (e.g., 0900 EDT for 0830–0930 EDT). Be-

ginning with virtual potential temperature (Fig. 8, top

row), an archetypal mixed layer is found at all hours

and across all zones. A mixed layer is evidenced by the

1000–1500-m-deep constant virtual potential tempera-

ture layer, sandwiched between a superadiabatic layer

at the surface and the stably stratified free atmosphere

above. Across all zones except ZWG,MH (again, defined

as the height where virtual potential temperature first

exceeds the surface value, plus a 1-K perturbation)

peaks at about 1500–1700m AGL between 1000 and

1100 EDT, and decreases somewhat thereafter. The

lower MH during the afternoon appears to result from

brief episodes of warming in the free atmosphere asso-

ciated with terrain-induced gravity waves (not shown).

In zone ZWG, MH follows a more typical diurnal pat-

tern, gradually increasing during the simulation and

peaking in the midafternoon.

Examining mean wind profiles next (Fig. 8; bottom

panels), increasingmean wind speed with time is evident

in all zones, along with at least some semblance of a

constant wind speed layer. In ZUW and ZWR, archetypal

mixed-layer-mean wind profiles are present by the early

to midafternoon (1200–1500 EDT), with a logarithmic

wind profile in approximately the lowest 10% of the

mixed layer, and nearly constant wind speed through the

depth of the mixed layer. In the remaining three zones

(ZLR, ZWG, and ZLG), the mean wind profiles are more

complex. The bottom of the constant wind speed layer

in these zones is displaced to a height of 250–300m

AGL, and in ZLR, two shear layers are present, a

surface-based one and an elevated one located between

about 200–250m AGL.

The values of mean WSML and WS100 printed in each

panel offer additional information about the impact of

the terrain on the wind field. Note that mean WSML

is similar across the five zones, with respect to both

magnitude and evolution, varying modestly between

0900 and 1100 EDT (;8 61m s21), increasing steadily

between 1100 and 1300 EDT, then oscillating weakly

from 1300 to 1500 EDT (;10.561ms21). In contrast to

mean WSML, mean WS100 is not uniform across the

zones, in terms of either magnitude or evolution. First,

mean WS100 in ZWG is consistently 1–2m s21 stronger

than in the other zones, reflecting the exposed nature of

the zone immediately northeast of the Lehigh Gap.

Second, although the evolution of WS100 in the re-

maining four zones is similar from 0900 to 1100 EDT,

the evolution during the remainder of the simulation is

noticeably different in the two leeward zones (ZLR and

ZLG) compared to the two zones on the opposite side

of Blue Mountain (ZUW and ZWR). In ZUW and ZWR,

mean WS100 increases from 4.5–5ms21 at 1100 EDT

to 7.4–8m s21 at 1300 EDT and then oscillates weakly

thereafter. However, in the two leeward zones, mean

WS100 increases from 4.4–4.8 m s21 at 1100 EDT to

6–7.4 m s21 at 1300 EDT, but then decreases to

4.3–4.9m s21 at 1500 EDT. Taken as a whole, it appears

that the mean wind profiles in the vicinity of the Lehigh

Gap deviate from the classic boundary layer wind profile

(Stull 1988), that consists of a deep constant wind speed

layer above a near-surface logarithmic layer, violating

an assumption underpinning both VI and the related

box dispersion model (Goodrick et al. 2013).

Analysis of the meteorological conditions impacting

dispersion now proceeds to an examination of plan-

view maps of contoured 7-h-mean VI, MH, WSML, and

WS100, along with 7-h-mean horizontal wind vectors

(Fig. 9). Note that the four variables presented in Fig. 9

correspond to the x-axis variables in the first four col-

umns of Fig. 7 (WS10 is omitted from Fig. 9 because

Fig. 7 showed similar statistics for WS10 and WS100).

Examining mean VI first (Fig. 9a), one finds a spatially

inhomogeneous field, with mean VI varying by 615%

around the release zone mean (1.43 104mms21). Three

areas (northwest of ZWR, southwest of ZLR, and south-

east of ZWG) exhibit mean VI approximately 15% higher

than the release zone mean, and two areas (one larger

area southeast of ZLG and one smaller area mostly inside

ZWG) exhibit mean VI about 15% lower than the release

zone mean.

Examining the components of VI (MH and WSML;

Figs. 9b,c), the aforementioned three areas of higher

mean VI appear to be spatially correlated with three

areas of deeper mean MH, and the area of lower mean

VI south of the Lehigh Gap appears to be spatially

correlated with an area of weaker WSML (all compari-

sons made to the release zone mean). Furthermore, MH

(Fig. 9b) is shallower over and on the windward slope

of Blue Mountain (MH ; 1200–1400m AGL), where
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surface virtual potential temperature is lower, and MH

is deeper over approximately the southeast third of the

release zone and in the lower elevations north of Blue

Mountain (MH ; 1400–1700m AGL), where surface

virtual potential temperatures are higher; differences in

surface virtual potential temperature are primarily due

to differences in vegetation cover across the domain

(temperature and land surface fields not shown). Al-

though at different scales of topography, the shallower

(deeper) MH over the mountain peaks (valleys) noted

here is consistent with findings from the Mesoscale Al-

pine Programme (MAP) reported in Rotach and Zardi

(2007); however, it should be noted that the nature of

MH over complex terrain is an open research question

(DeWekker and Kossman 2015).WSML is weaker south

of the Lehigh Gap (WSML ; 7–8ms21) and is stronger

along Blue Mountain and in an area northeast of ZUW

(WSML ; 10–11ms21), but is generally more spatially

homogeneous than MH (cf. Figs. 9b,c); for reference,

the release zone mean WSML is 9.3m s21. It is worth

noting that the areas of shallower MH and stronger

WSML along Blue Mountain overlap and appear to

largely cancel each other out; similarly, the area of

weaker WSML south of the Lehigh Gap appears to

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of 1-h-mean (top) virtual potential temperature and (bottom)

wind speed in the lowest 2 km of the ARPS domain, averaged across each analysis zone;

1-h-mean MH and WS (WSML, WS100) are indicated in each panel (values are separated

by a ‘‘/’’ symbol).
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partially overlap with a small area of deeper MH south-

southeast of ZLG (cf. Figs. 9a–c).

Next, we examine WS100 (Fig. 9d), as Fig. 7 suggests

that ensemble-mean HRT is more strongly related to

WS100 than WSML, especially in the zones where VI

performedmost poorly (e.g., ZLG). Examining Fig. 9d,

note the correspondence between WS100 and the

underlying terrain. Stronger (weaker) WS100 is simu-

lated on the windward (leeward) side of Blue Moun-

tain, and the domainwide strongest (weakest) WS100
is found northeast (southwest) of the Lehigh Gap.

Across approximately the northwest half of the re-

lease zone, patches of stronger and weaker WS100 are

found, with ZUW straddling two adjacent streaks.

Last, the inset panel in Fig. 9d shows that near the

center of ZLG, the wind field is not only weak in

magnitude, but spatially variable in direction as well.

The wind field described here is consistent with flows

observed in the wakes of terrain and other flow ob-

stacles (Whiteman 2000).

Finally, we briefly consider correlation coefficients

between the 2D array of 7-h-mean HRT, constructed by

averaging HRT over all particles released in each model

grid cell over the 7-h release period, and the 2D arrays

plotted in Fig. 9. Correlation coefficients are as follows:

VI, 20.13; MH, 0.49; WSML, 20.50; WS100, 20.71. The

magnitude and sign of the correlation coefficients are

broadly consistent with theR2 and S values shown in the

first four columns of Fig. 7, respectively, suggesting that

for the well-mixed conditions on 14 April 2013, the

FIG. 9. Plan-viewmaps of 7-h-mean (a) VI (mm s21), (b)MH (m), (c)WSML (m s21), and (d)WS100 (m s21). As

in Fig. 3, the ridgeline and five analysis zones are indicated, and in (c) and (d) mean wind vectors are overlaid

(every third grid point displayed). To facilitate comparison with the ensemble-mean RT plots in Fig. 3, the

portion of the domain outside the release zone has been overlaid with a semitransparent mask. Minimum,

maximum, and mean values within the release zone are indicated in each panel. The inset panel in (d) shows a

zoomed-in view of ZLG.
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variable with the greatest diagnostic value for indicating

horizontal dispersion potential in the Lehigh Gap area

is WS100 (correlation coefficient for HRT and WS10
is 20.39; not shown).

5. Summary and conclusions

In this study, a Lagrangian particle dispersion model

(FLEXPART-WRF) was employed to simulate pollut-

ant dispersion in and near the Lehigh Gap, a water gap

in Blue Mountain in eastern Pennsylvania. The model-

ing approach used in this study involved the release

of a dense cloud of particles over the course of a 7-h

FLEXPART-WRF simulation, and the evaluation of

particle behavior and VI diagnostic value in areas of the

domain with differing terrain characteristics. The setting

and date chosen for the study (14 April 2013) corre-

sponds to that of a prescribed fire; however, the fire was

not represented in ARPS or FLEXPART-WRF, either

explicitly or implicitly. The choice to use the setting and

date of a prescribed fire for this study is rooted in part

from the desire to examine smoke dispersion during

actual prescribed fire weather conditions. In other

words, the purpose of this study was to examine the

impact of complex terrain on particle dispersion and

the utility of VI as a diagnostic tool in complex terrain,

in the absence of heat or moisture release from a fire.

Before proceeding to the analysis of particle dispersion

and VI diagnostic value, ARPS-simulated 10-m wind

speed and direction, and 2-m temperature, were com-

pared to control tower observations and the weather

conditions specified in the burn plan. This exercise ver-

ified that the ARPS-simulated weather conditions in the

Lehigh Gap area on 14 April 2013 are conditions in

which fire managers in the area actually burn.

The primary metrics used to quantify particle disper-

sion were RT within a 1-km-radius circle surrounding

the release point (HRT) and RT within a 100-m layer

above the release level (VRT), with shorter (longer)

RT implying stronger (weaker) particle dispersion. As a

preliminary step, RT-shaded markers were plotted at

each particle’s release location and a contoured map of

surface elevation was overlaid. The resulting figure de-

picted horizontal and vertical dispersion patterns that

were influenced by the terrain features of Blue Moun-

tain and the Lehigh Gap. For the purpose of assessing

VI diagnostic value in areas of the domain with both

relatively good and poor ventilation, and both in situ

and upwind of Blue Mountain and the Lehigh Gap, five

1km 3 1km analysis zones were defined. The primary

means through which VI was evaluated were scatterplots

of ensemble-mean RT and time- and zone-averaged VI,

with linear regression lines and associated R2 and slope

statistics used to assess the strength of the relationships.

The scatterplot analysis showed a robust relationship

between VI and RT windward of Blue Mountain and

away from the Lehigh Gap, and a weak relationship

between VI and RT leeward of Blue Mountain and in

the vicinity of the Lehigh Gap.

The remainder of the manuscript was primarily de-

voted to an assessment of the underlying meteorologi-

cal conditions driving the spatial patterns of dispersion

seen in Fig. 3 and the VI–HRT relationships exhibited

across the different analysis zones in Fig. 5. First,

ensemble-mean HRT was compared in a series of scat-

terplots to mean VI, MH, and WSML, as well as alter-

native WS calculations, WS100 and WS10 In the zones

where VI performed least well (ZWG, ZLR, and ZLG),

the relationship between HRT and WS100 (or WS10)

was consistently stronger than the relationship between

HRT and WSML, and much stronger than the relation-

ship between HRT and VI. Examining mean profiles of

virtual potential temperature and wind speed next, the

mean wind profiles in the vicinity of the Lehigh Gap

were shown to deviate from the classic boundary layer

wind profile, that consists of a deep constant wind speed

layer above a near-surface logarithmic layer, violating

an assumption underpinning both VI and the related

box dispersion model. Plan view maps of contoured 7-h-

mean VI, MH, WSML, and WS100 were subsequently

examined and compared to the HRT-shaded particle

position plot in Fig. 3a. A spatially heterogeneous pat-

tern of mean VI was noted, and mainly attributed to

spatial variations in mean MH; WSML was the most

spatially homogeneous of the four quantities examined,

with WS100 the most sensitive to the underlying terrain.

Analysis of correlation coefficients computed between

2D arrays of gridcell-average HRT and correspond-

ing variables (e.g., mean VI, WSML) revealed that the

quantity with the strongest relationship to HRT was

WS100 (correlation coefficient of 20.71).

Taken as a whole, the results of this study suggest that

VI may have diagnostic value in some areas of complex

terrain, especially upwind of terrain obstructions like

Blue Mountain, even on time scales of an hour or less.

However, VI may fail as an indicator of dispersion po-

tential in the lee of terrain obstructions, and in the vi-

cinity of gaps or passes. In these areas, VI fails to capture

important terrain-induced flowmodifications because of

its reliance on MH and WSML, quantities that exhibit

only modest sensitivity to the underlying terrain. It is

important to keep in mind that the terrain in the vicinity

of Blue Mountain and the Lehigh Gap is comparatively

shallow and simple compared to terrain in other regions

of the world, such as the western United States or the

European Alps. Nevertheless, the results of this study
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suggest that users of VI should consider whether they

are windward or leeward of topographic features, and

highlight the need for an alternative metric that better

takes into account the influence of the terrain on PBL

flows, and thus the potential for pollutant dispersal.

AlthoughWS100 was found in this study to correlate best

with HRT, highlighting the influence of surface-layer

wind speed on pollutant transport, a potentially more

useful metric would be one that, like VI, combines a

transport wind speed component and a turbulent diffu-

sion component. Development of such a metric, along

with analysis of VI and pollutant dispersion in areas with

more complex terrain, like the front range of Colorado,

is left to future work. Also left to future work is the ex-

amination of cases with a greater range of VI, especially

cases where the PBL undergoes a more typical transition

during the day (nocturnal PBL transitioning to awell-mixed

PBL). A follow-up study of VI and smoke dispersion in

southwest Colorado, combining field campaigns and nu-

merical modeling, is underway at the time of this writing;

the results of the new study are expected to further eluci-

date the value of VI in complex terrain.

Nevertheless, the current study constitutes a step

forward in our understanding of dispersion and the di-

agnostic value of VI in complex terrain. Furthermore, it

is anticipated that the analysis framework developed in

this study (e.g., ensemble-mean RT analysis, meteoro-

logical analysis) will prove useful in future studies of VI,

regardless of terrain complexity.
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